A luxury brick range for the ultimate
in contemporary style and design.

THE NEW

RANGE

D E S I G N V E R S AT I L I T Y

Gris

Design
Versatility

Fresh
Neutrals

Blanco

At the forefront of contemporary design, the clean lines,
divine colours and ultra-smooth textures of our Morada
brick range set a new benchmark for building luxury.
Made in Spain from ultra-fine clay, we’ve now introduced
five new colours to the Morada colour palette, to increase
the design versatility of this stunning range even further.
Building on our existing and already flexible Morada
colour palette, these colour-through bricks are now
available in five unique new shades; Ares, Rojo,
Cacao, Nero Satin and Nero Gloss.

Ceniza

Ares

The Beauty
of Earth

Use as a stand-alone material in any luxury modern
build to evoke strength, simplicity and style or
alternatively, pair with other materials to create
trendsetting contrasts in colour, texture and design.

Rojo

Cacao

The Morada Range is available in three different sizes;
Standard, Splits, and the long, sleek design of Linear.*
All colours are also available as a brick facing, giving
you the design flexibility to get the timeless beauty of
brick into any internal space.

Nero Satin

Dark
Indulgence

*Sizes vary by colour.
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Nero

Nero Gloss
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THE NEW

RANGE

DA R K I N D U LG E N C E

Nero Linear

Dark
Indulgence
This Morada brick colour palette
is reminiscent of our Luxury Noir
style, representing the ultimate
in sleek, decadent luxury.
Combining the durability of brick
with smooth designer finishes,
these stunning Morada colours
bring a sense of drama and
intensity to any build.

Nero Linear

Nero
Our original Nero shade is a beautiful matte charcoal-black brick that
makes a bold statement in any build. Ideal for using as a stand-alone
dark colour or as a stand-out contrasting tone, Nero perfectly captures
the current matte brick trend.

New

Nero Satin
Epitomising fine design, glamour and elegance, Nero Satin is a
charcoal-black brick with an ultra-luxurious satin finish. Smooth to the
touch and always colour-through, Nero Satin brings boldness, drama
and the highest level of sophistication to any build project.

New

Nero Gloss
Taking inspiration from our Luxury Noir style, Nero Gloss is the true
black brick for making bold architectural statements. Modern, sleek
and ultra-smooth, the high reflectivity and shine of Nero Gloss will
bring a dramatic look of dark glamour.
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THE NEW

RANGE

FRESH NEUTR ALS

Ceniza Standard

Fresh
Neutrals
Inspired by our Sophisticated
Neutrals style, this palette within
the Morada range provides an
ideal blank canvas to create and
highlight your dream design.
Creamy and subtle, these fresh
tones bring lightness, brightness
and beauty to homes of all sizes;
whether in wide, open spaces or
smaller areas.

Blanco Linear

Blanco
Blanco presents the ultimate in a clean, fresh, sophisticated white.
This colour-through brick shade will stay crisp and beautiful,
providing a light, luxury coastal feel to any new build.

Ceniza
Evoking calm and serenity, Ceniza is a light, cool grey that lends
itself perfectly to raw, urban and more subtle designs. The ideal
complementary shade for brighter colour accents or contrasting
textures, Ceniza looks stunning alongside natural materials like
timber and stone.

Gris
Gris is a warm and elegant grey that brings effortless style to a
wide variety of construction designs. Inspired by the tones of warm
natural volcanic sand, Gris brings depth and a hint of drama to any
colour palette, evoking a sleek, modern and contemporary style.
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THE NEW

RANGE

T H E B E A U T Y O F E A RT H

Cacao Standard

The Beauty
of Earth
Rustic, rich and warm, the
tones in this palette are inspired
by our Warm Earth style (and
Mother Nature herself). These
classic colour-through bricks are
imported from Europe, bringing
a sense of luxury to builds all
over Australia’s stunning,
rugged landscape.

Ares Standard

New

Ares
Ares is a subtle and earthy beige neutral, providing a tactile softness
to both exterior and interior brick spaces. It sits perfectly alongside
other natural materials like stone, timber, wool and linen, evoking a
rich clay feel reminiscent of rustic vanilla.

New

Rojo
Rojo is a spicy burnt red that is definitely not for the faint of heart.
Evoking thoughts of Australian outback desert sand and terracotta
clay baking in the sun, Rojo is the perfect shade for effortlessly
bringing warmth, luxury and a natural ambience to any space.

New

Cacao
Cacao is a deep chocolate brown shade that will add a sense of
unique timelessness to any build. Fantastic when used as a staple
colour within a strong, dark palette that is accented with lighter,
brighter shades, Cacao brings depth and warmth to interior and
exterior contexts.
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THE NEW

RANGE

TA K I N G T H E O U T S I D E I N

Nero Linear Facings

Blanco Linear Facings

Taking the
outside in
We know that good design
and timeless style start from
the outside and work their
way in. Our Morada brick
facing solutions provide you
with the flexibility you need
to create a seamless space,
blurring lines between indoor
and outdoor environments.

Durable, strong and
classically stylish, bricks are
a structurally superior and
progressive material. Our
range of brick facings allows
you to bring the beauty of
brick indoors, providing new
possibilities for how you live
and feel inside your home.

Nero Linear Facings
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Blanco Linear Facings
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THE NEW

Dark Indulgence

RANGE

C O LO U R & S I Z E S

Colours
& sizes

The luxury Morada Range is available
in three sizes; Standard, Splits, and
the long, sleek design of Linear.
All colours are also available as brick
facings, allowing you to create truly
striking internal spaces.

Standard

Splits

Linear

Facings

230 x 110 x
76mm

236 x 113 x
48mm

287 x 90 x 48mm

Various sizes available

Salt
resistance

Fire rating
(mins)

Nero









EXP

90 mins

Nero Gloss



*

EXP

90 mins

Nero Satin



*

EXP

90 mins

Dark Indulgence
Fresh Neutrals

Fresh Neutrals
Blanco









EXP

90 mins

Ceniza









EXP

90 mins

Gris







*

EXP

90 mins

The Beauty of Earth

The Beauty of Earth

Ares





*

EXP

90 mins

Rojo







EXP

90 mins

Cacao





*

EXP

90 mins

* These products are made to order. Minimum orders and time frames apply.
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THE NEW

RANGE

B O N D & M O RTA R I D E A S

Blanco

Mortar
colour
ideas
Nero

To add extra creativity and uniqueness
to your bricks, you could consider using
the Morada luxury brick range with
alternative bond patterns, mortar and
laying techniques, like corbelling or ‘hit and
miss’ brickwork to create a unique look that
blends perfectly with your design vision.

Grey Mortar

Off-white Mortar

Grey Mortar

Off-white Mortar

Off-white Mortar

Grey Mortar

Off-white Mortar

Grey Mortar

Off-white Mortar

Grey Mortar

Off-white Mortar

Standard

Linear

Linear

Rojo
Standard
Grey Mortar

Off-white Mortar

Standard
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Ceniza

Standard

Standard

Gris

Grey Mortar

Linear

Ares

Linear

Nero Gloss

Off-white Mortar

Standard

Standard

Nero Satin

Grey Mortar

Linear

Grey Mortar

Off-white Mortar

Cacao

Standard

Standard

Linear

Linear
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Scan the QR code
to find out more
about the Morada
range and
request a sample.

PGH Bricks would love to work with you on your next project.
Scan the QR code to find out more about the Morada range
and request a sample. Alternatively, call us on 13 15 79 to get
in contact with your local PGH representative.
For further technical information on the Morada range,
visit pghbricks.com.au/morada

Follow us on social and tag your
project using #MyPGHBrickHouse
@pghbricks

Clay bricks are made from naturally occurring minerals. Variations in colour, texture, and size are natural characteristics of clay products and production variations can occur from batch to
batch. Colours shown are indicative only and should not be used for final selection. © Copyright PGH Bricks & Pavers Pty Limited – all rights reserved 2020. PGH™, PGH Bricks & Pavers™ are
registered trademarks of PGH Bricks & Pavers Pty Limited in Australia, other countries or both.

